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Chapter 445 – The People’s applause!

The Investment Promotion Agency staff were also stunned.

Wang Bo almost cursed. He had seen the news of what happened in Seoul and even
cheered for that Chinese tourist. But that Chinese tourist turns out to be Dong Xuebing!
This is too disgusting! How can this guy be a Party Member and a Civil servant?! He
had also swept the Taekwondo schools aside! Is he even human?

But the people think differently.

“Idol! You are my idol! Please give me an autograph later!”

“Beat them up! Let them have a taste of our Chinese Kungfu!”

This man had taken down all of Seoul’s Taekwondo schools by himself and even
forced them to shut their doors. He is already on the same level as Park Yongxi, and
their cheers got louder.

Li Xiaoan is furious and stares at Dong Xuebing coldly. This is the man who
embarrassed his country!

A Korean investor whispered something to Park Yongxi.

Park Yongxi shook his head and looked at Dong Xuebing. “Let’s call it quits today.”

Dong Xuebing laughed. “Call it quits?”

Park Yongxi has the imposing manner of a martial arts expert. “You had finish
swimming and had used lots of your stamina. Also, you are only wearing a swimming
trunk, without shoes on. This place is slippery, and it is unfair to you. Of course. I was
not referring to that incident a few months ago. I also don’t want to comment on who’s
right or wrong, as it is pointless to discuss that now. But our fight is unavoidable
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because of our Taekwondo association’s honor. I had come to China for two reasons.
To invest and to settle the score with that man. I did not expect to meet you here.”

That incident had disgraced Korea’s Taekwondo, and Park Yongxi must get revenge
for his country’s honor.

Dong Xuebing laughed. “I am fine with it as I had not wanted to fight with you in the
first place. I don’t care about winning or losing, but… we must settle this first. That
guy behind you had hit our people. I will not let him off!”

Park Yongxi shook his head. “Xiaoan’s father is my friend. With me around, no one is
allowed to touch him.”

“That means you are siding with him?” Dong Xuebing replied coldly. “I had said
before. You cannot stop me even if you have a hundred clones!”

Park Yongxi frowned. “I admit you are skilled. But don’t you think you are boasting?”

“Shall we try?” Dong Xuebing narrowed his eyes and walked towards Li Xiaoan.

Park Yongxi felt Dong Xuebing is boasting. He knows their skills are on par from their
exchanges earlier, and it will be tough to have a winner. Under such circumstances,
Dong Xuebing still dares to claim he can hit Li Xiaoan?! This is looking down on him!

Dong Xuebing is looking down on Park Yongxi.

One step…

Two steps…

Three steps…

Park Yongxi blocks Dong Xuebing’s path with a sidekick!

Dong Xuebing side-steps and continued one more step forward.

Four steps…

Swoosh! Another kick appeared from Dong Xuebing’s side! He managed to dodge it
by lowering his body. That kick had brushed against his head by centimeters!

Five steps…

Li Xiaoan is right in front of Dong Xuebing!



Dong Xuebing tried his best while using BACK to get this close, and Park Yongxi is
just beside him. If he moves anymore closer, Park Yongxi’s kicks would have hit him.
When Park Yongxi attacked him again, he mumbled STOP in his heart!

Time stopped!

Dong Xuebing moved one step to his side!

STOP!

…….

Time resumed!

Everyone only felt Dong Xuebing’s body flickered, and he moved behind Park Yongxi.
Park Yongxi did not expect Dong Xuebing to move so fast suddenly. It was too fast,
and before he could react, Dong Xuebing is already behind him. It was too late for him
to do anything now!

Slap! Dong Xuebing gave Li Xiaoan a hard slap!

Li Xiaoan had tried to dodge, but they are surrounded by a crowd and could not escape.
Arrghh! He shouted in pain as he fell to the ground. Half of his face had swelled.

“Dong Xuebing!” Wang Bo was shocked!

“#@$^&%&$!” Li Xiaoan started cursing in Korean!

“Herk!” Park Yongxi let out a low growl behind Dong Xuebing.

Dong Xuebing could feel the wind against his ear and could not avoid it… STOP!

Dong Xuebing bends forward slightly.

STOP! Time resumed.

……

Swoosh!

Park Yongxi’s fist missed Dong Xuebing’s neck, and Dong Xuebing used this
opportunity to kick Li Xiaoan’s stomach. It was the same spot as that injured man.
This is giving him a taste of his own medicine! Dong Xuebing also snatched the



camera Li Xiaoan was holding and threw it behind him. Smash! The camera was
smashed, and it slides into the pool!

Quiet!

The indoor swimming complex becomes quiet for around two seconds!

Suddenly, everyone sheered!

“Good! Serve him right!”

“Hahaha! He deserves it!”

“Good job!”

Everyone had wanted to beat Li Xiaoan up, and they felt great to see him groaning in
pain on the floor. They also caught a glimpse of what that legendary Chinese tourist
can do!

Dong Xuebing had never fought to be in the limelight or to show off. He had only
wanted to get back at Li Xiaoan. Now, the photographs are destroyed, and Li Xiaoan
got what he deserves. Dong Xuebing did not continue.

Park Yongxi saw Dong Xuebing is not continuing to beat up Park Yongxi. He sighed.
“Let the matter rest…” He did not continue to attack Dong Xuebing.

Li Xiaoan laid on the floor, covering his swollen face in pain. “%$#… %$&%^&…”

Park Yongxi walked over to check on his injuries and shook his head. He did not agree
with Li Xiaoan’s demands, as he felt Li Xiaoan had gone too far this time and should
be taught a lesson. But Dong Xuebing’s quick moves earlier had shocked him. If this
is a fair challenge, he doesn’t have the confidence to win against Dong Xuebing. No
wonder all the black belt instructors are not his match.

But… what is this Kungfu?

Even Park Yongxi has never heard about this.

Wang Bo immediately made a phone call and rushed over to help Li Xiaoan up. The
more he doesn’t want something to happen, the more it will happen. Their investor is
beaten up now, and he doesn’t know how to answer Li Feng. These Koreans might
change their minds about investing in their County. Li Feng had asked his secretary to
accompany these investors, showing how important their investments are to Da Feng
County. But now…



Dong Xuebing looks at Wang Bo and the Investment Promotion Agency with disgust.
You all ignored your people when they are beaten up and bullied and are so concerned
over a foreigner?! You all even called for an ambulance and informed the higher-ups
because of them?!

Dong Xuebing ignored them and walked over to the injured man. “How are you
feeling? The ambulance should be here soon. Bear with it.”

The injured man grabbed Dong Xuebing’s hand. “Thank you! Thank you very much!”

That man’s daughter sobbed. “Thank you, Uncle.”

“Haha… don’t mention it.” Dong Xuebing rubbed the little girl’s head.

That man’s wife asked worryingly. “Young man. Those Koreans are our County
Government’s guests. You…”

Dong Xuebing is amused and replied softly. “Don’t worry. I will be fine. Their County
Leaders had hated me to the core, and this incident doesn’t matter much. It’s just
beating someone up. Haha… I can also do something for our people.”

That man’s eyes turned red, and he grabbed Dong Xuebing’s hand to thank him again.

Clap… clap… clap… Xu Yan walked over and started clapping. The crowd soon
follows, and everyone in the swimming complex is cheering!

“Look at him! This is how a Civil servant should on behalf!”

“That’s right. I heard someone called him Chief earlier. No wonder he can become a
Chief at his age!”

“That’s right. Look at his demeanor!”

Demeanor? Dong Xuebing felt slightly embarrassed. “Everyone, please stop. I had not
done anything special. All I did was what a Government staff and a Party Member
should do. I also want everyone to know that not all government staff are like them.
You all must have confidence in the Party and Government! Our Party is the people’s
Party! Our government is the People’s government!”

The applause got louder after they heard what Dong Xuebing said.

“Right!”



“Yes! This is how our People’s Government should behave!”

Xu Yan laughed. She is amused by what Dong Xuebing said, but she also agrees with
him.

The Investment Promotion Agency’s staff are looking terrible. They know Dong
Xuebing is referring to them. Wang Bo is also looking terrible. Doing what a
government staff should do?! Which government staff will scold and beat others up
like you?! You still have the cheek to say that?!

Although Wang Bo hates Dong Xuebing, he did not dare to question him. He can only
report to Li Feng on whatever had happened.

Wang Bo is afraid of Dong Xuebing!

Who dares to offend a hooligan who knows some martial arts and can fight with one of
the world’s top Taekwondo fighters?
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